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While Walker County chil-
dren, teachers, and parents 
ready themselves for an-
other school year, others in 
the community are flinging 

graduation hats into the air 
as they celebrate hard-earned 
achievements — in prison.

More than 30 graduation 
hats flew into the air in a 
packed room you will not 
see in a high school grad-
uation ceremony. Yet, the 
achievement accomplished 
by these graduates was just 
as important to them and 
the prison officials tasked 
with their rehabilitation as a 
young adult’s graduation is 
to their proud parents, with 
one prison speaker during 

the recent July ceremony 
stating:

“Congratulations grad-
uates on your landmark 
achievement!”

This graduation comes at a 
personal cost of two years of 
the inmate’s time and atten-
tion, according to the prison, 
which they could otherwise 
spend a myriad of other le-
gitimate ways, even from 
inside their prison walls.

Instead, this graduating 

Prison’s character training program celebrates grads

By Jan Morris
JMorris@WalkerMessenger.com

The LaFayette City Council 
approved a new vehicle pur-
chase for the police depart-
ment during its last meeting.

Chief Bengie Clift picked 
up the vehicle from the out-
of-state dealership in mid-
July. The car was purchased 
by the city from Courtesy 
Automotive Group in La-
Fayette, Louisiana, due to 
an inability to find a more 
cost-effective deal locally.

Clift stated that all efforts 
were made locally to assist, 
but that in the end everyone 
agreed the best deal turned 
out to be this one, saving 
taxpayers money.

The purchase amount to-
taled $29,218, according to 
Mayor Arnold. This does not 
include the additional costs 
associated with equipping 
to make it operational for 
K9 use.

“We try to wait and make 
vehicle purchases when they 
can be a budgeted item,” the 
mayor said. “But, sometimes 
when it is needed, you have 
to do it anyway. And, in this 
case, it was time.”

By Jan Morris
JMorris@WalkerMessenger.com

First of 10 articles
Walker County’s Sheriff Steve 

Wilson had a short one-page pro-
file piece done on him by a Chatta-
nooga newspaper decades ago. It 
hangs on the wall in the reception 
area of the jail, marking his career 
before taking office as a new sher-
iff. But since that time, in 1997, no 
media entity has even thought to 
mine the wealth of information this 
local law enforcement powerhouse 
has by writing an updated in-depth 
profile on him. Until now, that is. 
And given this lawman’s decades of 
service, a one-page profile will just 
not cover it.

Sheriff Wilson, what I want 
to do is a 10-part series about 
you to run for ten consecutive 
weeks.

Ten weeks!
Yes, because there is no way 

I could cover everything about 
you in a two-part series.

Your law enforcement career 
is extensive. It spans decades 
of service to your country and 
community. And then there 
are all the other hats you wear 
around Walker.

Oh, OK.
Now, first and foremost, I 

want to know how you got into 
law enforcement since you have 
spent almost your entire life in it.

I started when I was 18. I was fresh 
out of high school trying to decide 
what to do. Trying to decide wheth-
er to go straight on into college, or 
whether to go to work.

I felt like I needed to take some 
time off. That fall after graduation I 
learned that the FBI was recruiting 
for clerical work, for clerical assis-
tance at their main office in Wash-
ington, D.C., and I thought: “That 
sounds like something I might enjoy 

doing. It might be interesting work.”
So I applied and months went on 

and months went on, and I didn’t 
hear anything. And I thought: “This 
is just not gonna happen.” And fi-
nally, I guess it was in early March 
of the following year, 1976, that I 
got the phone call or a letter — I 
know I got a letter; probably got a 
phone call also.

But, it (the letter) was saying that 
I had been accepted, and I was to 
report on March the 28th for work. 
I sent back the acceptance and here 
I go off to Washington, D.C. at 18 
years of age. I had never been to 
Washington. It was a growing ex-
perience, but I always felt like I was 
more mature for my age.

So at 18 I felt like — and I believe 
I was, probably — more like 22 or 
23. I always felt like I was older; 
more mature.

I was hired to work as a clerical 
employee at the J. Edgar Hoover 
Building at 935 Pennsylvania Av-
enue, in between the White House 
and Capitol.

According to the FBI, “From its 
inception in 1908 until 1975, the 
main offices of the FBI were housed 
in the Department of Justice Build-
ing. The first request for a separate 
FBI building occurred in 1939. Al-
though the Public Buildings Agency 
initiated plans for an FBI building 
in 1941, America’s entry into World 
War II required postponing all gov-
ernment building projects.”

“FBI employees moved into the 
new building June 28, 1974. At that 
time, FBI Headquarters offices were 
housed in nine separate locations. 
By May 30, 1975, the Director, the 
associate director, and several di-
visions had moved in.”

Ten months later, the future sher-
iff of Walker County joined them in 
that new building as an 18-year-old.

I lived in Virginia, but I worked 
there for about three years and three 

months ... somewhere in that neigh-
borhood of time.

I worked in the identification di-
vision and there I learned to classify 
fingerprints and I still use that skill 
today. As a matter-of-fact, this week 
I had a LaFayette P.D. officer bring 
me a latent fingerprint down, and 
I put the magnifier on it and used 
a card print of a known offender to 

From FBI to sheriff, what you may not know

LaFayette
new police 
equipment 
purchased

Courtesy Sheriff Steve Wilson, Candace Morris

Steve Wilson, a former city of LaFayette police officer, struggled with leaving the local PD to go to work for the sheriff’s 
department. But, in the end, it changed his life and he became the 37th sheriff for Walker County. Wilson has 43 years 
of law enforcement training, knowledge, and skills that make him hard to ever replace. And this sheriff does not plan 
to vacate his seat anytime soon and says he is running for re-election.

By Jan Morris
JMorris@WalkerMessenger.com

Drug dealers are playing 
Russian roulette with clueless 
drug users in Walker County, 
according to one local detec-
tive captain. And he hopes 

the users stop 
participating.

Detective 
Dave Scrog-
gins of the 
Rossville Po-
lice Depart-
ment says that 
when illicit 
opioid drugs 
like heroin are 

cut with other more potent 
opioids like fentanyl or carfen-
tanil, overdoses are inevitable 
because “if the two drugs are 
not mixed well one custom-
er might get zero fentanyl (a 
drug that increases potency 
by 50 to 100 times that of 
heroin), while another cus-
tomer might get enough fen-
tanyl (it only takes a couple 
of grains to kill a person), to 
lead to an overdose.

God forbid if the illicit user 
gets carfentanil in the drug 
mix from their supplier, since 
that synthetic man-made 
opioid is 100 times stronger 

Dealers ‘play 
Russian 
roulette’ with 
Walker users

Walker State Prison

Officials and speakers con-
gratulated the 2019 gradu-
ates of the Walker State 
Prison “Faith and Character 
Based Program” in July.

FBI’s identification of suspects via 

fingerprints

The FBI’s Identification Division 

was created by Congress in 1924, 

according to the agency. It is now 

called the FBI’s Criminal Justice 

Information Services Division.

Over 800,000 fingerprint records 

were received by the division from 

the Prison of Leavenworth in the 

20s. The top law enforcement 

agency said they were instructed 

to begin creating a repository of 

fingerprints for the country at that 

time.

Large rooms with large filing 

cabinets held massive numbers of 

fingerprint cards in the days prior 

to computers, requiring fingerprint 

examiners to manually compare 

fingerprints of a suspect to those 

already on file with the bureau, 

according to the FBI.

Magnifying glasses were needed 

to ensure each arch, core, loop, 

ridge or whorl matched as closely 

as possible to the record on file, 

just as Sheriff Wilson still seeks to 

do on that rare occasion an officer 

drops by his office for a quick 

perusal as he waits on the newest 

technology — AFIS (Automated 

Fingerprint Identification System) — 

to do it’s job electronically, scanning 

fingerprint records in a repository 

online rather than by hand.
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